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Abstract
A knowledge-based method for scheduling arrival
aircraft in the terminal area has been implemented and
tested in real-time simulation. The scheduling system
automatically sequences, assigns landing times, and
assigns runways to arrival aircraft by utilizing continuous
updates of aircraft radar data and controller inputs. The
scheduling algorithm is driven by a knowledge base
which was obtained in over two thousand hours of
controller-in-the-loop real-time simulation. The
knowledge base contains a series of hierarchical "rules"
and decision logic that examines both performance
criteria, such as delay reduction, as well as workload
reduction criteria, such as conflict avoidance. The
objective of the algorithms is to devise an efficient plan
to land the aircraft in a manner acceptable to the air
traffic controllers. This paper will describe the
scheduling algorithms, give examples of their use, and
present data regarding their potential benefits to the air
traffic system.
Introduction
The development of an automation system for assisting
terminal area air traffic controllers in efficiently
managing and controlling arrival traffic has long been the
objective of researchers and engineers. A fundamental
building block in such a system is a planning algorithm
that sequences arrival traffic and assigns runways to that
traffic. The objectives are not only to reduce delays and
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increase capacity, but to also reduce controller workload.
This report describes the algorithms used to perform the
planning function for an air traffic automation tool called
the Final Approach Spacing Tool (FAST). 1,2 FAST is
the terminal area component of the Center/TRACON
Automation System (CTAS). 3
The planning algorithm in FAST attempts to achieve
increased airport capacity in a manner that is acceptable
to air traffic controllers. Previous research concentrated
on calculating a solution which is optimized for delay
reduction, but did not adequately address controller
preferences and workload. 4 In simulation tests of this
algorithm, controllers often did not follow the advised
solution due to workload and safety issues. The
algorithms in this paper are based on a set of heuristics
that evolved out of the input from expert controllers. In
this way, the planning process is able to emulate the
controllers' own planning process, while retaining the
advantage of accurate calculation of aircraft performance
characteristics. Simulation results have shown
comparable gains in delay reduction while achieving a
much greater acceptance of the solution by air traffic
controllers.
The main inputs into the planning algorithms come from
a trajectory generation engine which integrates point
mass equations of motion along a horizontal route with
specified target altitudes. 5 A time range in which the
aircraft could arrive at all potential runway thresholds is
produced by feeding the extreme deviations from a
nominal route to this engine. The planning algorithms
use this time range and other trajectory information to
accomplish the scheduling tasks.
This paper will begin by giving a description of the
scheduling algorithms which includes both sequencing
and runway allocation. Results of fast-time simulations
that demonstrate the potential benefits of the algorithms
will then be presented. Results of real-time simulations
will be discussed to illustrate controller acceptance.
These results are followed by some concluding remarks.
Knowledge-Based Sequencing Algorithm
Since one objective is to reduce delay, an obvious
method of sequencing would be to optimize for delay
reduction. Unfortunately, the optimization of the
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sequenceis not achievable in real-time. Real-time
simulations demonstrated that controllers have trouble
executing an optimized sequence. They prefer a sequence
that is similar in nature to a First Come First Serve
(FCFS) ordering technique. Brinton 4 has shown that the
delay benefits of an optimal sequence versus FCFS in the
terminal airspace are minimal.
In order to fully understand the motivation for designing
a knowledge-based sequencing (KBS) algorithm, a brief
description of techniques employed by terminal area
controllers to sequence arrival traffic is necessary. The
KBS algorithm attempts to produce delay savings while
taking into account techniques that controllers use to
reduce workload. One such sequencing technique limits
"overtakes" (one aircraft passing another) to those that
take place a sufficient distance from the airport to allow
for maneuvering space. As the aircraft approach the
airport, they descend and converge on the runway
making it difficult for a controller to maintain separation
of passing aircraft. The algorithm is designed to
sequence an overtake only when the pass is predicted to
take place far enough from the airport to meet the
required separation.
Another technique used by controllers is to attempt to
keep aircraft that arrive "in- trail" in succession in the
final sequence. Two aircraft are "in-trail" if they enter the
terminal area over the same arrival fix, with similar
speeds and near-minimum legal separation. Because
these aircraft are already spaced properly, it would
increase a controller's workload to split the two aircraft
apart in order to fit another aircraft from a different
stream between the in-trail aircraft. This is one instance
where an optimal sequencing algorithm might select a
sequence that puts the aircraft from a separate stream
between the in-trail aircraft in order to provide some
small savings in delay reduction. The KBS algorithm
weighs the potential delay savings of sequencing an
aircraft between in-trail aircraft, against the workload
advantage of keeping the in-trail aircraft in succession,
Controllability is the aircraft's potential to absorb delay
by performing acceptable maneuvers in order to fit
behind other aircraft in the sequence. A controller would
be reluctant to issue extreme vectors to an aircraft in
order to have that aircraft fit the recommended sequence.
The KBS algorithm will rarely sequence an aircraft in a
position where it does not meet controllability
requirements.
No matter how good a sequencing algorithm is, the
recommended sequence will not be followed 100 % of
the time. The algorithm must accept these deviations and
adjust the sequence. The KBS will detect that the
controller is not following the sequence, when the system
of aircraft has deviated far enough from the original plan.
At this point, the algorithm will adjust the sequence to
align with the controller. The difficulty is to have the
KBS algorithm react correctly in a timely manner and
remain stable.
The remaining sections on the KBS algorithm give an
explanation as to how these heuristics are implemented.
The next section describes how the sequencing problem
is broken up into local sequences. This is followed by a
description of how the local sequences are determined
and merged together to form the final sequence.
Constraining the Sequence
It was learned through extensive real-time simulations
that to produce an acceptable sequence it is necessary to
consider all merges within the airspace, (,not just the
merge on the final approach course). To do this, the
sequencing problem is broken into a network of common
trajectory segments. A trajectory segment is a portion of
a trajectory that falls within a defined segment of flight.
Figure 1 shows an aircraft and its trajectory broken into
four trajectory segments referred to as: "LONG_LEVI'",
"DOWNWIND_LEFr", "BASE_LEN'", and "FINAL".
i ,__.BASE_L EFT
FI NAL
Fig. 1. Typical trajectory segments for an arriving
aircraft
_Aircraft Aircraft A
E
BASE_LEFT\ Airi,_Icnlft F LONG_LEFT ,_
DOWNWIND_LEFT _Ai_Fc
@___ raft B
Aircraft D I
raft C
FINAL
Fig. 2. Sequencing example of merging arrival aircraft
Determining a sequence for a given runway is the
process of both creating a relative order of aircraft on
each trajectory segment and combining the orders into a
consistent sequence for that runway. Figure 2 depicts a
situation where six aircraft merge to land on the same
runway. The tree in Fig. 3 is a visualization of how the
KBS algorithm perceives this situation. Each trajectory
segment has a branch within the tree that represents a
merging of aircraft on that trajectory segment. The leaves
of the tree, denoted by the shadowed boxes, represent the
aircraft that are currently on the segment.
The sequencing starts by creating a relative order of
aircraft for each leaf in the tree. These aircraft are then
merged up the tree, creating a relative order in each node
of the tree. The relative order of the leaves and nodes
being merged is preserved as the sequencing process
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proceeds;constrainingthenumberof possible sequences
available. The final merge at the top of the tree is the
resulting sequence to the runway.
Fig. 3. Trajectory Segment tree
One advantage to this method is that it allows flexibility
in creating the relative orders. A separate ordering
algorithm can be designed for each trajectory segment
which takes into account any peculiarities about that
segment. This is how the overtake heuristic is
implemented. The algorithm for long and base trajectory
segments is designed to account for acceptable overtake
conditions.
Another advantage of sequencing in this way is that it
sets relative orders between aircraft based on trajectory
segments in close spatial proximity. The first set of
relative orders are comprised of aircraft currently located
on a common trajectory segment. These orders are
determined from current aircraft positions, not predicted
data. The next set of relative orders are a merging of the
first sets, for the next trajectory segment that these
aircraft are approaching. This set is ordered based on a
prediction of the near future. As the sequencing moves
up the tree, it is forced to use predictions that are farther
into the future. But each relative order produced from
predicted data is constrained by a series of relative orders
that were determined using data closer to the current
situation.
This advantage becomes clear when compared to a
different method that relies only on arrival times at the
runway. Arrival times can be predicted accurately using
modern methods, but in some cases do not contain
enough information to produce controller-acceptable
sequence. More specifically, they only convey
information about the future and none about the current
situation. By breaking the problem up as described, the
sequencing algorithm can take advantage of current
information, intermediate predictions, and longer-term
arrival predictions.
Fuzzy Logic in the Sequencing Algorithm
The sequencing algorithms for specific trajectory
segments make use of a general sorting function that
accepts, as input, an unordered list and an ordering
function which determines the relative order of two
members of that list. This section is concerned with the
operation of the ordering functions. Two general
ordering functions are presented that are representative
of all those used to determine the order of the trajectory
segments. The first is a general ordering scheme used to
sequence the leaves of the tree and the merge at each
node up to the final approach course. The second
ordering function sequences the final approach course
merge.
Both functions are based on fuzzy logic reasoning
techniques. Due to the complex nature of the relationship
between the input and the output of the sequencing
problem, it was impractical to use classical crisp logic.
Fuzzy logic permits the developer to mimic the reasoning
of the expert controller through linguistic rules. There
have been a number of successful applications that use
fuzzy set theory. Among them are the guidance control
of the subway system in the city of Sendai 6 and the fuzzy
logic automatic carrier landing system for the F/A- 18.7
Using crisp logic, a knowledge-base will consists of a set
of rules:
IF IX is Ak], THEN [Z is Bn] (1)
where X represents the input, A k represents the number
of input states checked, and B n the number of possible
output states. The condition "X is Ak" is limited to two
possibilities: true or false. This two valued logic has no
potential for a degree of belonging. For any rule to fire
the condition must be an exact match, which limits the
capability of this type of system to represent a
knowledge base. This limitation forces the designer to
incorporate a large number of rules to get the granularity
necessary for real systems 8
Fuzzy logic extends crisp logic to include a range of
membership from 0 to 1.
_aAk(X) _ {0, l } (2)
The knowledge-base representation becomes
IF [_A k (X)], THEN [Z k = f2Bn ( _tAk (X))] (3)
Where f_Bn (P-Ak(X) ) converts the membership value
into a firing strength for the rule. There is no longer a
need to have an exact match of the left hand side of the
logical expression to have a rule fire. This makes it
possible for more than one rule to fire at a time. A
defuzzification technique is used to combine the rule
strengths into a crisp output. 9
Figure 4 is a graphical representation of a two rule
system. The left hand side of the figure represents the
membership functions /aAk(X), the right hand side
represents the output functions f2Bn ( _tAk(X ) ). The
outputs of QBn (laAk(X) ) are the areas formed by
cutting off the top of the triangles at the value of
I.tAk(X). These areas are then combined to form a crisp
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outputusingacenterofgravity(COG)defuzzification
techniqued pictedinFig.5. COGdefuzzificationuses
theindependentaxiscoordinatelocationofthecenterof
gravityof thecombinedareasastheresultingcrisp
output.
Rule I
Rule 21"°1/
'l iz!,
input Z(2)
Fig. 4 Fuzzification of two rule system
(303
Crisp Output
Fig. 5 Center of Gravity defuzzification method
The architecture of the fuzzy logic sequencer is shown in
Fig. 6. The fuzzification process maps the system inputs
into membership values for linguistic labels such as
faster, slower. The decision making process utilizes a set
of heuristic rules derived from discussions with expert
controllers to operate on the membership values. The
decoder uses a center of gravity scheme to defuzzify the
strength of each heuristic rule into the relative order of
two aircraft.
_t f_
sy_em___-g_Tq __ re,at_e
Fig. 6 Architecture of Fuzzy Sequencer
The sequencing is done on a cycle that corresponds to the
update rate from the radar system (approx. once every
4.7 sec) in order for the KBS to acquire new information
about the traffic situation. During each cycle the
algorithm reevaluates the previous cycle's calculated
sequence, and orders any new aircraft that have entered
the system.
Non-Final Sequencing
The primary input to the non-final ordering function is a
measure of how far ahead/behind one aircraft is to
another. Trajectory segments are made up of a set of time
steps at defined intervals. Each time step contains a
predicted x, y, altitude, speed, and heading of an aircraft
at a future time. The ordering function searches the list of
time steps, associated with the trajectory segment being
ordered to find the earliest instant within the segment
that the two aircraft both have time steps. These two time
steps are called the First Common Time Steps (FCTS). A
distance is calculated from the FCTS to the end point of
the trajectory segment being ordered for each aircraft.
The differences in the distances, divided by the required
separation for any two aircraft gives a Normalized
Separation Distance (NSD).
(distance B - distance A)
NSD = (4)
Required Separation
In Eqn. 4, if the NSD is positive, aircraft A would be
ahead of aircraft B; a negative value would indicate the
reverse. The exact value measures how much
ahead/behind A is relative to B. The required separation
is defined by the aircraft weight classes and is shown in
Table 1.
Table1. Required Separation (in Nautical Miles)
Lea_ng Arcraft
Type
Heavy
Large
Small
Traiing Aircraft Type
Heavy Large Small
4 5 6
3 3 4
3 3 3
The remaining inputs to the logic are: the Distance from
each aircraft's current location to the specific Trajectory
Segment being ordered (DTS), the speed difference
between the aircraft at the FCTS, and the last calculated
or previous relative order. Each input is mapped to a
linguistic by a membership function It(): The
membership values are operated on by a set of heuristic
rules with a firing strength of D(). The outputs of the
firing strengths are combined using a COG
defuzzification method to determine the crisp output. The
sign of this output determines the relative order of the
aircraft. Appendix A defines the membership functions,
the firing strengths and the rules for the first ordering
function.
A graph of the resulting crisp logic following the
defuzzifier for the non-final ordering is shown in Fig 7.
These curves were calculated based on the previous
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labeled"OddAircraftType."Thiscriterionexaminesthe
aircrafttogetherwithallaircraftmeetingtheprevious
criteria(runwaypairandfeedergate),anddeterminesif
theaircraftcurrentlytraversingthedecisiontreeisan
oddtype(e.g.theonlyturbopropin astreamofjet
traffic).If thisis true,thenthesystemexaminesa
system-wideorglobaldelayreductioncriterion.Because
theaircraftinthisexampleisanoddenginetypeinits
stream,thedelayreductioncriterionissmall(0minutes).If weexaminedthebranchonthe"No"answerfor"Odd
AircraftType,"wewouldfindthattheglobaldelay
reductioncriterionwouldrequirealargervalue(typically
2-4minutes).Thereasonforthedifferenceindelay
reductionrequirementsonthesetwobranchesistoforce
theKBRAalgorithmtofavorpullingadissimilarengine
orweightclassaircraftoutofthetrafficstream.This
servestoreduceworkloadforthecontroller.
Onceanaircrafthasbeenswitchedawayfromagiven
runway,thatrunwayis blockedoff fromfurther
considerationforthataircraft.Amoreoptimalsolution
wouldbetoallowallocationfthisaircraftbacktoits
originalrunwayif asituationwarrants,butthiswas
foundtobeunacceptabletocontrollers.Finally,oncean
aircraft'sETAfallsbelowa runway'sfreezetime
horizon,thatrunwaywillbeblockedoff fromfurther
consideration.Afterall butonerunwayhasbeen
blockedoff,therunwayassignmentadvisoryisfrozen
fortheremainderoftheflight.Innearlyallcases,the
aircrafthasafrozenrunwayassignmentbeforetwelve
minutesof flightimefromtherunway.Thistwelve
minutelocationistypicallywithin5-10n.mi.insidethe
feedergate.
Results
Which Runway Pair? ]
l°ddAimm"En In°TYp°?I
Fig. 10. Example of decision tree for selecting aircraft
for runway allocation
After all eligible aircraft have passed through this
decision tree and thus narrowing the list of all eligible
aircraft to a smaller set, the KBRA algorithm then selects
a single aircraft which appears to have the greatest delay
benefits to the overall arrival system. In some cases,
there may not be any aircraft which pass these criteria
and in this case, the KBRA algorithm will not consider
any aircraft for that update cycle. Once an aircraft is
selected, it is then placed in an alternate runway KBS
cycle. The entire arrival airspace sequencing problem is
solved with this aircraft placed on its alternate runway.
This allows the KBRA algorithm to evaluate all aspects
of the particular runway allocation. Full trajectory
solutions are obtained for each aircraft which in turn give
accurate sequences, expected delay, and conflict
detection for the entire airspace. At this point, a new and
more detailed set of criteria are applied. These criteria
examine trajectory based issues such as potential conflict
resolution problems and exhaustion of critical degree of
freedom limits. They are applied to the alternate solution
set in order to make the final determination as to whether
or not to change the aircraft to the alternate runway.
A fast-time simulation was developed in order to predict
the potential benefits from the knowledge-based
sequencing and runway allocation algorithms. The
simulation examined a generic terminal area with two
independent parallel runways. The traffic was modeled
with initial positions just outside of the feeder gate and
arriving with a uniform distribution over a 90 minute
period. The traffic was distributed to arrive in equal
proportions from each of the four feeder gates. A wide
range of arrival rates, 50 aircraft per hour up to 150
aircraft per hour were considered. The simulation was
structured such that over one thousand traffic samples
could be tested in order to gather statistical data on the
performance.
The simulation modeled a baseline scenario, the KBS
and KBRA algorithms in the following manner. The
baseline scenario was modeled as a pure FCFS sequence.
The KBS was modeled as a FCFS sequencer with
constrained position shifting (CPS). The CPS allows a
shift of one sequence position between two streams of
traffic if some delay savings can be achieved. Note that
from the previous discussion of the KBS algorithm that
this model is deficient in handling some high workload
situations, such as keeping "in trail" aircraft in
succession, but for statistical purposes, they are very
similar.
The KBRA algorithm in the fast-time simulation was
modeled as follows: aircraft were initially assigned a
default runway which was the runway closest to their
arrival feeder gate. As aircraft entered the terminal
airspace, their predicted sequence, schedule, and delay
for their default runway was compared with a predicted
sequence, schedule, and delay for the alternate runway.
If the alternate runway solution produced a lower overall
delay for the arrival system, then the runway was
changed for that aircraft to an alternate runway. Note
that the equal distribution of arrival aircraft for each
feeder gate will produce the most conservative
predictions for potential benefits because fewer
opportunities exist for runway balancing. Also note that,
similar to the KBS model in the fast-time simulation, this
model is deficient in modeling the workload reducing
portion of KBRA.
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Despitehe workload model deficiencies in the fast-time
KBS and KBRA models, the statistical data gathered in
the fast-time simulation depict a trend which is similar to
those observed in real-time controller-in-the-loop
simulations using the KBS and KBRA algorithms. The
fast-time simulation results are shown in Figure 11. The
graph depicts delay (seconds) versus arrival rate (aircraft
per hour). There are three curves in the plot: the solid
line represents a baseline scenario in which pure FCFS
sequencing and default runway assignment was used, the
other two curves show the impact of constrained
sequence shifting (similar to KBS), and runway
balancing (KBRA). Note that as the arrival rate
increases, the benefits from KBS and KBRA increase in
terms of both absolute delay savings and percentage of
delay savings. For an arrival rate of 72 aircraft per hour,
the result is a delay savings of 25%. Also note that the
majority of delay savings comes from the KBRA
algorithm. This result is consistent with previously
published results 4. It should be noted that the KBRA
algorithm depends on the results of the KBS algorithm in
order to compare potential delay savings, therefore
making KBS essential as a foundation for KBRA.
500 _ ..... r ..... r ..... r........... i ..... _ ..... U
= tli _._.+i+ iiiiiiiiiii iiiiil--
--Q--KBS ', l ',
:+3:" _._+.A ---i.....i.....i+--i
_200 ..... • ..... • ..... ,,-..... !4 ........ _ ..... "
[ : : _: . , :. .
o I t i i i i t E
24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80
Aircraft peril cur
Fig. 11. Potential benefits of knowledge-based
sequencing and runway allocation.
The KBS and KBRA algorithms have also been tested in
over two thousand hours of real-time controller-in-the-
loop simulations. These simulations were for the
Dallas/Fort Worth terminal area and scenarios were built
based on live traffic samples of peak traffic periods. The
results of the simulations show that controllers felt that
their workload was reduced while controlling up to 20%
more traffic in Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) conditions.
Typical arrival rates for Dallas/Fort Worth terminal
airspace for a three runway configuration in IFR weather
are near 100 aircraft per hour. Real-time simulations
have been successfully run with arrival rates of over 120
aircraft per hour using the KBS and KBRA algorithms to
advise the controllers on sequence and runway
assignment,
Finally, the KBS and KBRA algorithms have been
evaluated by controllers in a "shadow-mode" operating
with live traffic data at Dallas/Fort Worth. These
evaluations produced favorable results as well and have
led the controllers to recommend proceeding to further
evaluations of the system in the Dallas/Fort Worth
training room.
Conclusions
Knowledge-based algorithms for sequencing and runway
allocation of arrival air traffic in the terminal area have
been developed and tested. The algorithms were
developed by combining advanced engineering and
computational methods with empirical data gathered
from expert air traffic controllers. The knowledge-base
sequencing (KBS) algorithm utilizes results from a
trajectory-based analysis of the arrival traffic situation.
The KBS algorithm examines potential merge points in
the arrival traffic flow to determine relative sequences
between streams of traffic. KBS then merges the streams
together one-by-one, resolving conflicts along the way,
until a final sequence is established on the final approach
course.
The knowledge-based runway allocation (KBRA)
algorithm utilizes the results from the KBS algorithm to
test and analyze potential benefits from various runway
assignments for arrival aircraft. The KBRA attempts to
minimize overall system delay while reducing controller
workload. Controller workload is minimized through a
series of empirically derived heuristics which direct the
KBRA algorithm.
Results from testing which included fast-time and real-
time simulation, as well as "shadow" testing with live air
traffic data, shows that significant benefits can be
achieved by using to the results of these algorithms to
advise terminal area air traffic controllers on sequencing
and runway assignment. These benefits analyses show
that delay reductions of 25% and airport capacity
increases of up to 20% are achievable with such an
advisory system. In addition, air traffic controllers that
have worked with the system in real-time simulation and
observed its operation in "shadow" testing have reported
a perceived reduction in workload for high traffic
scenarios. As a result of the controller evaluations,
further testing of the system in an operational
environment is planned at the Dallas/Fort Worth terminal
facility in the next year.
Appendix A - Fuzzy Logic Parameters for Non - Final
Approach Ordering
Inx_n_n_n_n_n_n_n_
Normalized Separation Distance NSD
(distance B - distance A)
NSD =
Requred Separation
Speed Difference knots (SD)
SD = speed A - speed B
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Distance to Trajectory Segment (DTS)
DTS = distance from trajectory segment to current
location of aircraft previously ordered behind
Previous Relative Order (PRO)
1F A previously ahead of B
PRO = 1
IF B previously ahead of A
PRO = - 1
IF No previous order
PRO = 0
Membership Functions - _t
NSD
Memberships slig htly sli_h t [y
behind ahead
----_ b_o,_-_,-_, '1 ,_---_Z-
w.,g2\ \\ I // /_-"/--
-5.0 -2.5 0 Z.5 S.O
Speed
Memberships
- ,j_ sl_erinput _
spe_d
d_fferenc e _.
SD
-50 -25
m
J
f_t_
J
J
.f
25 50
Distance to
Trajectory Segment
Memberships
,n_ 'l/"distan_ to
trajectory
segment
DT$ 0
cbse
lO ZO 30 40
Firing Strengths
• A eraI_ A Aircraft A
AlrOa ff A. oM_ stied . ord er sli_tly Aircraft A
Aircm_ A o_¢r bedrid behind _' • ahead order ahead
order way behind 1 " Aircraft A
. l.XP.. \¢ I _,\._.\ ......
"'_, \1 \ I\ I I\1 _1 ..
// i_ A \ I A )\ \_/., V \ \1 I V , ,
-60 -45 -30 -15 O.O 15 30 45 60
Aircr aftA Aircr _¢tA
order bshind _ II /I order shead
because its s oNer because its faster
\ / I
I \ / I
I I
- 10.0 0.0 10.0
Ordff Air cr _ftA Order Pir craftA
behind bemuse ahmd because
I _'_" _°f previCUSoro_I'L 1 l (rder°fpr_i°us _ /" _ll--. ./ J
- 80.0 - 40.0 0.0 40.0 80.0
Rules
1) IF slightly ahead THEN Aircraft A order slightly
ahead
2) IF slightly behind THEN Aircraft A order
slightly behind
3) IF ahead THEN Aircraft A order ahead
4) IF behind THEN Aircraft A order behind
5) IF way ahead THEN Aircraft A order way ahead
6) IF way behind THEN Aircraft A order way
behind
7) IF faster THEN Aircraft A order ahead because
it's faster
8) IF slower THEN Aircraft A order behind because
it's slower
9) IF Aircraft A was sequenced ahead previously
THEN
IF close THEN Order Aircraft A ahead because
of previous order
10) IF Aircraft A was sequenced behind previously
THEN
IF close THEN Order Aircraft A behind because
of previous order
Appendix B - Fuzzy Logic Parameters for Final
Approach Ordering
Excessive Delay (D)
DA = STA(airo_aft A)- Nominal Time(aircraf t A)
DB = STA(aircraft B) - Nominal Time(aircraf t B)
Total Delay Difference (TDD) (positive TDD indicates
the order A 1st, B 2nd, reduces delay)
Total Delay incurred Total Delay incurred
TDD = by both aircraft _ by both aircraft
(B 1st, A Znd) (A 1st, B 2 nd)
Controllability (T)
TA = Slow Time(A ) - STA(B )
Required Separation
TB=
Slow Time(B ) - STA(A )
Required Separation
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DistancetoTrajectorySegment(DTS)
DTS = distance from trajectory segment to current
location of aircraft previously ordered behind
Previous Relative Order (PRO)
IF A previously ahead of B
PRO = 1
IF B previously ahead of A
PRO = -1
IF No previous order
PRO = 0
Membership Functions - U
Dday
M ember slip
Input
Dday
D
I Ai r cr _'c /
Delayed /
30 400
Order AircraftBdlead 1 I
bemuse of Tctal Delay 1ence
[ "-.//
Order Air _r aft A _head
bemuse d Tcl_l Delay
Difference / i
-100
O:der Air GaftB
I _ aheadbecause it is
out d Delay
\ ./I \
I \
- 300 - 30 30
I
100
Ordff _ir cr aftA /Iahead because it is
out d Dday /
/ I
300
Order Aircr aftA Orde" Airo-aftA
behind because ahcad because
[_ of pr evicus 1 _ of pr evious
orda- _ order /I
- 80.0 - 40.0 0.0 40.0 80.0
Tc_l Delay Aicrafc A Aircra_ A
__D,,_ejJ'J--
TDD - 140 140
Cortr d I abili ty
Menbership
input
cmtroll abi I ity
T
1 k Oat d Dd ay
I\
I \
.8 1.6
DTS
"_'"_ [//- --
Input
DTS
0.0 3.0
clcae
1 9.O 60.0
Firing Strengths D
I_ Order Air cr aftB
_ahmd because of delay
I
- 130
Order Air cr aftA
ahead because of //1
dday ",_/ /
130
Rules
1) IF Aircraft A ahead THEN Order Aircraft A
ahead because of Total Delay Difference
2) IF Aircraft A behind THEN Order Aircraft B
ahead because of Total Delay Difference
3) IF Aircraft A out of delay THEN Order Aircraft
A ahead because it is out of delay
4) IF Aircraft B out of delay THEN Order Aircraft
B ahead because it is out of delay
5) IF Aircraft A delayed THEN Order Aircraft A
ahead because of delay
6) IF Aircraft B delayed THEN Order Aircraft B
ahead because of delay
7) IF Aircraft A was sequenced ahead previously
THEN
IF close THEN Order Aircraft A ahead because
of previous order
8) IF Aircraft A was sequenced behind previously
THEN
IF close THEN Order Aircraft A behind because
of previous order
2.
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